The economic and environmental performances of the swine farming industry have always resulted in heated discussions in developing countries. Exploring the relationship between these features and the producers' overall performance is the focus of this paper. For constructing multi-objective features that include the above features, a compromise approach for optimization is taken into consideration. For classifying the overall performance into different levels and detecting the effect of economic and environmental features on such features, an iteration scheme is developed in which the overall performance is treated as a target label. By neglecting this target label, a k-means clustering method is then used to help predict the producer's overall performance given their economic and environmental features. In data pre-processing, correlation analysis for feature selection shows that the producer's pollution emission and received regulation intensity largely affect its overall performance, while profit is found to be negatively correlated with pollution emission as regulation intensity is neglected. The classification result derived from the Silhouette Coefficient shows that the data set can be efficiently split into different groups in terms of the producer's overall performance. The average distance between the objects in the low-performance group is larger than that of the high-performance group. The threshold position between the two groups is found to be largely dependent on the features of pollution emission and regulation intensity. The clustering result obtained by the k-means method shows good effectiveness and efficiency in separating the objects into different groups based on various features other than the overall performance. In 2-and 3-cluster cases, the result also shows evidence of the impact of economic and environmental features on the clustering result. The cross-validation analysis under a set of randomly chosen splitting points shows an increasing out-of-sample prediction quality with increases in training sample size. As one of the by-products of this paper, the geographical distribution in the clustering result is found partially consistent with the official report from Chinas central government regarding advantageous regions within the industry. In addition to current research, the ease of using the knowledge obtained in this paper for transfer learning is discussed.
Introduction
The number of live swine in China has been ranked the highest in the world. By the end of 2014, the population had reached 466 million, accounting for 58.8% of the worlds swine population (China Statistical Yearbook, 2015) . Such a huge amount of agriculture will also generate an alarming amount of pollution emission. According to the data from China's first national census on pollution sources in 2009, each swine is estimated to produce about 1.8 kg of manure and urine per day (Chinese Ministry of Agriculture, 2009). The whole swine farming industry in China is estimated to produce no less than 250 million tons of manure and urine per year, which is believed to cause a heavy burden on the local ecological environment. Much empirical evidence about the positive correlation between swine farming activities and pollution emission can be found in existing literature [1] [2] [3] [4] . In contrast, however, we can also find opinions supporting the contribution of increasing farming activities to environmental performance in the industry [5] . Considering the Chinese government has been committed to promoting targeted policies to control industry pollution over the years, we are motivated to introduce the environmental regulation intensity as another variable to describe the producer's environmental performance. Although it is generally believed that enhanced regulation intensity will increase producers' production costs and have a negative effect on their economic outcomes [6, 7] , many studies found a positive correlation between pollution reduction and economic performance to a certain degree. For example, it was observed that pollution control could help generate more economic benefits by increasing the survival rate of piglets [8] . On the other hand, pollution control was found to effectively prevent infectious diseases by decreasing the probability of microbial transmission between animals [9] . Overviewing related literature, few works have clearly described the correlation between the features of profit, pollution and regulation intensity in Chinas swine farming industry. We will bridge this gap in our current paper and provide the answer to the question:
(1) what is the relationship between the producers economic and pollution performances? Considering that none of the above indicators contains only one feature in practice, we try to concisely represent them and the producer's overall performance, in a multi-objective method. The compromise from optimization area will be applied to integrate different features of interest into the dimensions of economic, pollution and overall performance. Based on correlation analysis, a classification scheme and a k-means clustering method will be used to address the relationship between the multi-objective features of those dimensions, as well as the single-objective variables. During the analysis, we were motivated to answer the question: (2) how to derive the feature difference between producers in their economic and environmental outputs, given their overall performance levels, and, in contrast, how to find a producer's overall performance given its economic and environmental features? From the above data mining implementations, some byproducts can be also derived, including the correlation between farming scale and producers features and the time-space distribution of the producers under different farming scales. The results of our research are considered not only conductive to the government for its industrial planning but also valuable for the social capitals in agricultural investment.
Similar issues to our research were mainly addressed in the research fields of business administration and agricultural economics. The focus of the former was always put on analyzing the producer's behavior, while the latter was usually concentrated on the application of econometric models in describing the mechanism causing the variations in economic factors like pork prices [10, 11] , farming cost [12, 13] and return of scale [14, 15] . Little existing literature takes into account the relationship between the features as we proposed in this paper. For methodologies, the authors from the business administration never tried seeking a path from "cause variable → result variable," but always focused on searching for or building the mediating variables between the two. Although the economists on the other side may have more choices in modelling than the scholars in the business administration area, they are always limited by the data structure. For instance, the method they choose and the result they obtain are largely impacted by the length and width of the data set. Another problem is: since many methods used in the above two areas are based on regression technology or correlation analysis, neither of them are capable of efficiently reducing the dimensionality of the feature set. The popularly used factor analysis and principle component analysis can partially solve the above problem but cannot guarantee the uniqueness when rebuilding new features. In this paper, a compromise approach sourced from multi-objective optimization theory is applied to overcome that limitation, which was not seen in existing related topics to our knowledge. This approach was first proposed by Reference [16] , who essentially extended Nash's bargaining theory [17] by introducing an ideal solution into the objective space that can be attained if every player in the game attains their best-ever performance without compromising with the others. That is to say, such compromise method functions on finding the individuals performance relative to the best-performed one such that no other solutions can simultaneously increase all the players benefits. More application cases can be found in the test book by [18] .
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Relationship between Economic and Environmental Performances of the Swine Farming Industry
Little existing literature has addressed direct discussion on the relationship between the economic outcome and environmental performance of the swine farming industry. Similar works can be found in [19] , where the author conducted a survey on Hawaiian swine farms and found that the production cost was negatively correlated with the increasing efficiency of pollution control. A survey conducted by [8] on 112 commercial swine farms in the UK shows that pollution negatively affects the economic outcome of the industry since pollution causes disease transmission, resulting in a 12% increase in piglet mortality and increasing farming costs to a certain degree. From another angle, Jaffe et al [20] states that environmental regulation is bound to increase production cost and bring a negative impact on farmer's economic benefits. For pollution control, [21] points out that 
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Little existing literature has addressed direct discussion on the relationship between the economic outcome and environmental performance of the swine farming industry. Similar works can be found in [19] , where the author conducted a survey on Hawaiian swine farms and found that the production cost was negatively correlated with the increasing efficiency of pollution control. A survey conducted by [8] on 112 commercial swine farms in the UK shows that pollution negatively affects the economic Sustainability 2018, 10, 2374 4 of 26 outcome of the industry since pollution causes disease transmission, resulting in a 12% increase in piglet mortality and increasing farming costs to a certain degree. From another angle, Jaffe et al [20] states that environmental regulation is bound to increase production cost and bring a negative impact on farmer's economic benefits. For pollution control, [21] points out that when the environmental abatement cost increases to a certain extent, the yield will be consequently reduced, which will in turn have negative impact on the pig farm's income. [22] explored the factors that affect the ecological farming behavior of pig farmers in China. From the empirical results, the authors found that a farmer's income has positive correlation with their ecological farming behavior.
Data Mining in Agricultural Issues
Many experts and scholars have applied data mining technologies in various fields such as medicine, financial, manufacturing, telecommunication, judicial, bioengineering and so forth. [23] [24] [25] [26] . Data mining can be used to access much valuable information for the decision-making process from different observation angles. In agriculture, [27] used three classification methods such as support vector machines, random forests and neural networks to predict the origin of rice's chemical components. Like the scope of our concern in this paper, the study was taken on a macro problem given the data set collected from the Midwest and South regions in Brazil. [28] applied data mining technologies to recognizing the culling reasons of the cattle breeding industry, based on the farms lifetime performance data. Implementation efficiency of several methods like artificial neural networks and boosted classification trees is compared on a farm-level data set with that of linear discriminant analysis and classification functions. Unlike our current work, the data is collected from the micro-level, that is, the farms. [29] used different data mining techniques to predict the sugar content of sugarcane. The performance of the models, like random forest support vector regression and regression trees, is compared on a micro-level data set. [30] developed an image analysis system to estimate the piglet's weight, based on the application of an algorithm named vector-quantized temporal associative memory (VQTM) on a single-farms data. Unlike these articles, we are concerned with macro issues, for which a nation-level data set is used. Besides, not so many methods for the same purpose-such as classification or clustering-are used in our work, since some easy-to-operate algorithms, whether newly developed or already existing, are found to be effective and efficient for our problem.
Multivariate Statistics Analysis and Knowledge Formalization
In addition to the above literatures, there are a number of studies focusing on multivariate statistical analysis and k means clustering on animal husbandry, for example, dairy farms, sheep and goat farms and so forth. For instance, Reference [31] used multivariate analysis to identify and characterize three typological groups in organic dairy sheep farming systems, finding that such systems in Castilla-La Mancha had high heterogeneity; A cluster analysis of 529 automatic milking systems (AMS) in North America, with respect to significant predictors for milk production, identified 6 clusters of production patterns and management characteristics. Each cluster exhibited a unique multivariable production pattern and management style that can be used by the farms to set realistic goals on the comparisons within the other clusters; [32] addressed a multivariate statistical study to analyze the structure and energy profile of Italian dairy farms, by dividing the local farms in terms of their sizes, mechanization levels, energy profiles and availability of building and facilities. The study found larger farms allowed more technological investments and resulted in more efficient and less utilized power per unit; [33] used the Multivariate Factor Analysis (MFA) to decompose the correlation matrix of 47 fatty acids and milk production traits measured in 300 Italian Holstein Friesian cows reared in the North of Italy in 23 commercial dairy farms, with the aim of evaluating the feeding regimen and animal effects; [34] developed and tested an innovative procedure for comprehensive analysis of Automatic Milking System (AMS) with multi-variable time-series, while considering herd segmentation and aiming to support dairy livestock farm management. Compared with the above works, our paper also considers multi-dimension output but focuses more on the development and application of new multi-criteria integration methods in the knowledge discovery process.
Some other studies are interested in finding the factors that impact the performance of agricultural production system. [35] identified the important management risk factors for preweaning calf mortality in Italian dairy farms. The study showed that herd size did not significantly affect calf mortality but early calf mortality could be strongly reduced by paying more attention to a limited number of operations; [36] built a model of how strategy driving and restraining forces affect farm performance in a sample of Swedish dairy farms and explored 3 levels of potential driving and restraining forces: external-operational environment, internal environment and micro-social environment. [37] analyzed the recession of dairy sheep activity of the dry land mixed systems in Spanish Castilla La Mancha, finding that the smallholders and large-scale farms had done a great effort, mainly in planning and organization, to adapt the environment by transforming the structure of the family firm, by changing their life style and modernizing the reproductive techniques; [38] established a typology that may properly describe and characterize sheep farming systems of the Chios breed in Greece, finding that the structural characteristics for the farming systems are mainly associated with the availability and use of land, capital investment and management skills; [39] found a way to reduce their condemnation rates and identify significant risk factors for farmers, regarding both financial and food safety concerns.
The factors and the relation between those factors and the dependent variables of researchers' interest can be also treated as knowledge, which is nowadays considered as a significant source of performance improvement but may be difficult to identify, structure, analyze and reuse properly [40] . For instance, [41] developed a support system for knowledge formalization to describe some procedural rules to represent experienced knowledge in the viticulture domain and plant pathology. The authors' belief in the contribution of using the knowledge modelling for international grape vine growing is much similar to our motivation of using data mining technique to help the macro decision-makers improve the planning of swine farming industry in country wide; Also [40] proposed a framework to manage and generate knowledge from information on past experiences, in order to support and improve the decisions-making process on maintenance of overhead cranes. In our paper, we will also carry out knowledge discovery, from which the result will be used as the base for data mining.
Comments
Topics on exploring the relationship between the economic and environmental performances of the swine farming industry were popularly discussed from the areas of business administration and agricultural economics, rather than a data mining perspective. Related mining technologies was always published for micro-level problems in agricultural production but rarely seen for macro issues in livestock industry. Our paper is raised here to bridge the above gaps from an interdisciplinary perspective.
Data and Preprocessing
In this section, we will first describe the data and then introduce the theoretical background and implementation method for the compromise approach.
Data Sources and Variable Selection
The data we use throughout this paper is mainly collected from the China Statistic Yearbook, China Environmental Statistical Yearbook, National Agricultural Product Cost and Benefit Information (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) and The First National Census on Pollution Sources-Hand Book for the Pollution Coefficients of Livestock and Poultry Feeding Industry (2009) and reported in average meaning. The sample crosses over 10 years, from 2005 to 2014 due to some new statistical caliber that was reported to be applied after 2005 (We have no specific information about such new caliber.) Considering there are four farming scales, including big (more than 1000 heads), middle (100-1000 heads), small (30 to 100 heads) and backyard (0 to 30 heads) reported for each year but not every object has a 10-year length, a Cartesian product is used to integrate time and farming scale as a new variable (named TS for abbreviation). We then have 1059 objects (rows), each of which contains information regarding year, farming scale, geographic region and the other 42 variables that represent the producer's performance in different dimensions. Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix A exhibit the original and reconstructed data sets respectively. In the following parts, we will first introduce the selection of interesting variables from the whole data set and then the selected ones in compromise fashion. Later we will uniformly use "features" to replace "variables" in order to comply with the popularly used data mining expression, unless there are some special expression requirements. The variables used for constructing the compromise feature will be correspondingly named as "components" or "component features".
Variable Selection of Producer's Environmental Performance
We select variables from the feature set that can accurately measure the producer's performances of interest. For measuring the environmental performance, we consider using two features including pollution emission and environmental regulation intensity. For the latter, we hold the belief that more intense regulation means better organized management for pollution control. Specifically, in later analysis, the relationship between these two features will be also discussed. The data sample of pollution emission is calculated as follows: it is collected over two phases during the feeding cycle of a pig, denoted as "conservation period" and "fattening period." There are seven contaminants related to pollution emission including manure, urine, chemical oxygen demand, surplus nitrogen, surplus phosphorus, copper and zinc that are recorded in terms of daily average over each feeding cycle per each pig. The total volume for each period is derived by multiplying the average number with the number of pigs and the cycle lengths (i.e., the number of days). The final value of pollution emission is derived by summing the volumes of both periods.
According to the practice, the first period starts from the birth of the piglet and will last for about 70 days. The rest of the lifespan, that is, from 70 days to slaughter, is included in the second period. The corresponding formulation is specifically listed as follow: pollution emission = daily pollution emissions during conservation period × 70 + (feeding days − 70) × Daily pollution emissions during fattening period
Since the impact of environmental regulation from different regions on the local swine farming industry is one of our major concerns, we try to keep such information from the current data sample as much as possible. Related features include (1) pollution charges/GDP, (2) R&D/GDP, (3) closed petition cases/total number of petition cases, (4) penalized pollution cases, (5) investment in pollution abatement/GDP, (6) size of environmental protection personnel and (7) number of environmental protection affiliation, among which the R&D specially refers to the research and development expenses of environmental regulation.
Variable Selection on Producer's Economic Performance
We choose the profit of main product and profit of 50 kg product rather than yield revenue or cost to represent the producer's economic performance, since their directional significance is more obvious than the others.
Compromise Approach and Its Implementation Method
We consider using the compromise approach to integrate different features that measure similar indicators of the industry. The application of such a method in this paper can help reduce the complexity of feature representation before correlation analysis. Related introduction can be found in the textbook by Reference [18] and more in depth discussion about compromise solution theory can be found in Reference [42] and Ilias Diakonikolas's PhD thesis [43] . The specific procedure of using such an approach is described below in Table 1 : Table 1 . Implementation of compromise.
Step Implementations Derive the distance of the actual performance to the ideal point;
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List the distance vector obtained by Step 4 as the performance feature for the decision maker.
According to [43] , if a decision maker in Step 2 cannot simultaneously reach the optimal value in each dimension, the ideal point can be defined as a "utopia point," referring to an unreachable solution. In Step 4, Euclidean distance is used to measure the relative goodness between different objects without loss of generality.
Using compromise idea to integrate different features does not only provide a new way for multi-criteria analysis but also brings low correlation between the single-and multi-dimension features. Based on this characteristic, not only the components but also the constructed MO (multi-objective) features in different dimensions can be used to formulate the producer's features of our interested dimensions. Take three decision-makers A, B and C for example: their 2-D features can be denoted by vectors y A = {4, 2}, y B = {1, 1} and y C = {3, 3} respectively; let the first element be profit and second pollution. Intuitively, assume that the two criteria are conflict with each other-we take the maximum profit and minimum pollution as the optimum and thus project y op = {4, 1} onto the features space as the ideal point. Then the distance vector that measures the real performance of the three decision-makers should be [1, 3, , in terms of profit and regulation intensity they received. The former is collected from the value of the main product and the latter is denoted by the pollution fees charged by the government to the producers. Except for these two regions, none of the others are dominant in both dimensions, even if performing well in a single criterion. From the multi-objective optimization point of view, we have the following theorem according to [18] . According to [43] , if a decision maker in Step 2 cannot simultaneously reach the optimal value in each dimension, the ideal point can be defined as a "utopia point," referring to an unreachable solution. In Step 4, Euclidean distance is used to measure the relative goodness between different objects without loss of generality.
Using compromise idea to integrate different features does not only provide a new way for multi-criteria analysis but also brings low correlation between the single-and multi-dimension features. Based on this characteristic, not only the components but also the constructed MO (multi-objective) features in different dimensions can be used to formulate the producer's features of our interested dimensions. Take three decision-makers A, B and C for example: their 2-D features can be denoted by vectors y A = {4, 2}, y B = {1, 1} and y C = {3, 3} respectively; let the first element be profit and second pollution. Intuitively, assume that the two criteria are conflict with each other-we take the maximum profit and minimum pollution as the optimum and thus project y op = {4, 1} onto the features space as the ideal point. Then the distance vector that measures the real performance of the three decision-makers should be [1, 3, √5] .
Taking our real case as an example (shown in Figure 2a ,b), Hebei and Shanxi are the champions in 2013 and 2005 respectively (marked by Hebei-2013 and Shanxi-2005 for following discussion), in terms of profit and regulation intensity they received. The former is collected from the value of the main product and the latter is denoted by the pollution fees charged by the government to the producers. Except for these two regions, none of the others are dominant in both dimensions, even if performing well in a single criterion. From the multi-objective optimization point of view, we have the following theorem according to [18] . 
Theorem 1. More than two conflicting features of the same producer (e.g., a region in our specific problem) cannot be projected onto the coordinates of the ideal point, unless the producer's output is singular in each dimension.
Proof of Theorem 1. Taking 2-D space as a case, let y1 and y2 be a pair of conflict features and let the ideal point be denoted by p I = [maxo oy1, maxo oy2 ]. If p I is derived from the same producer, Theorem 1. More than two conflicting features of the same producer (e.g., a region in our specific problem) cannot be projected onto the coordinates of the ideal point, unless the producer's output is singular in each dimension. ] contradicts the confliction of the objectives, since as one criterion reaches the maximum, the other cannot unless both of them are singular-singularity makes the solution equal to the ideal point. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. For 3-D or higher dimension space, the result can be easily extended.
The compromise approach in existing literature is usually used in the fields of industrial engineering and management science but rarely in agricultural production. In addition to this approach, some other methods such as multivariate regression (MVR) and principal factor analysis (PFA) can be also used for concisely representing the features and reducing the dimensions. However, the MVR method requires sufficient data points to ensure the accuracy of fitting function and always meets the problems of multicollinearity between different features. In terms of the PFA method, the correlation between its multi-objective features and the components should theoretically be larger than the correlation from the compromise method, since the method of constructing new features in FPA method mainly relies on linear expression. Moreover, one cannot also ensure the uniqueness of such reconstructed multi-objective features since it cannot be guaranteed that all the features can be linearly represented as a single one. Corresponding evidence from our data sample is numerically shown in Section 3.7.
Construction of Compromise Multi-Objective Features
Before measuring the correlation between the economic and environmental performances (including the features of profit, pollution emission and environmental regulation intensity), their corresponding MO features need to be first constructed such that the components in each MO feature measures the same indicator as that MO feature points at. For example, it is more convenient to integrate manure and urine into the MO pollution feature since each of them can be independently treated as one of the indicators in measuring pollution emission-even if not very comprehensively. In order to build a feature to measure the overall performance of the producer in different interested dimensions, all the components from all the above MO features can be integrated as a single one through the compromise method (Note that we do not directly build the TMO feature on the other three MO features, that is, PMO, FMO and RMO, since sequentially using the compromise approach may bring larger error to the TMO feature.). Following the logic of Section 3.2, we list the reconstructed MO features in Table 2 where the first column shows the compromise MO features, with a new name beneath. The second column lists the components that consist of the MO feature in the first column. We use TMO to denote the overall performance feature and report it in the last row of the table. The correlation analysis between each two MO features and the correlation between the MO features and their components will be implemented next.
Remark 1. Note that one advantage of using the compromise approach is that we can use it to integrate as many dependent variables as possible into a single one in the regression model.
Feature Selection
Feature selection generally follows correlation analysis in data preprocessing [44] and Langley, 1997). It is always used for searching a minimum optimal subset in which the features are slightly correlated with each other. For achieving this objective, redundant features in the original data sample have to be removed with respect to some efficient evaluation criterion on the correlation of the features. In order to retain as much information about the features of the swine producer as possible, we set the redundancy threshold as 0.900. Related principles in feature selection can then be described as: (1) When the correlation between features is not smaller than the threshold, consider deleting one of them; (2) When the correlation between each two features in a feature subset that has more than two features is greater than or equal to the threshold, consider removing one feature from the subset.
Correlation Analysis of the Compromise Features
The correlation between the MO features is derived next, with the correlation analysis between these features and their components. The former is expected to provide us with the information regarding the producer's performance on its MO criteria, while the latter can help quantitatively measure the contribution of the components to their MO feature. If such contribution is too large, redundancy would be detected. The corresponding results are shown in Table 3 as follows, showing that the TMO feature has positive correlation of 0.743, 0.712 and 0.212 with the RMO, PMO and FMO features, respectively. This indicates that the producer's environmental performance, including regulation intensity and pollution emission, has a larger impact to the producer's overall performance than the economic feature. Such a conclusion is made on the basis of compromise theory, since a larger FMO/RMO/PMO value indicates a larger distance of the actual regulation intensity/profit/pollution emission from the most intense regulation/maximum profit/minimum pollution emissions. In other words, the actual performance of the local swine farming industry gains lower profit and generates larger pollution while facing less regulation intensity. According to the threshold we set before, all of them, including the MO features and their components can be maintained for data mining analysis. Specifically, in the above result, we find that the higher the FMO feature, the higher the PMO but the lower the RMO will be. This, to some extent, suggests that enhanced environmental regulation intensity will on one hand reduce pollution emission but on the other prevent the producers from adopting more economical farming strategies. By neglecting the impact from the regulation intensity, the positive correlation between RMO and PMO can be detected. It indicates that the economic and environmental criteria of the industry are not completely contradictory.
Another interesting finding comes from our analysis of the correlation between the component features of the RMO and PMO features through different years. The result reported in Table A2 of Appendix A shows that they did not show any significant correlation between each other until 2007 (colored by gray in the table). However, after this year, the correlation is significantly larger than before. It is difficult for us not to associate this phenomenon with the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, since in this year the government shut down many small and medium-scaled pig farms and promoted standardized breeding activities. This has played an important role in simultaneously increasing farming efficiency and reducing pollution emission.
Remark 2.
From the above analysis, we find that the PMO feature positively correlates with the RMO feature but negatively correlates with FMO. It seems counter-intuitive but can be reasonably explained. We could, on one hand, attribute this result to the specific data structure we built before or the correlation between the random errors in different features; on the other hand, the positive correlation between the PMO and RMO features can be majorly attributed to farming style-for example the farmers were reported as always using promotional feed to reduce the length of the feeding period, whereas the negative correlation occurred when the government decision was introduced.
The correlation between the TMO feature with the components belonging to the other three MO features is shown in Table 4 . The result indicates that applying the compromise approach is appropriate for further data mining analysis when we set the TMO feature as the target label since it is slightly correlated with the other MO features such as FMO, PMO and RMO, as well as most of their components. This advantage can also be exhibited when using principal factor analysis as a comparison, since the result shown in Table A4 of Appendix A shows that there is a total of six integrated features (loaded factors) extracted from the original data set. If we adjusted the method to generate a single factor, there would be a lot of information lost. Consider a new feature, TS, obtained in reconstructing the new data structure. A novel approach developed by [45] issued for calculating the correlation between this discrete feature and the others of continuous type. The core framework of the approach is listed in Appendix B. Its effectiveness and efficiency is depicted in [46, 47] , in comparison with some other methods. The result between the mixed-type features of our problem is reported in Table 5 , in which the features of yield, total cost, average price, direct expenses, FMO, PMO and RMO are found redundant to the TS feature but not redundant to the TMO feature, according to the redundancy definitions from [48] [49] [50] . As a byproduct of this paper, the above result indicates that the producer's overall performance is neither evidently differentiated by farming scale, time period nor geographic region. High correlation between the FMO and TS index indicates that different producers of different farming scales in different regions and different time periods faced evidently different regulation intensity. Also, as Reference [19] found, the correlation between the economic and environmental performances are affected by farm's scale. Other related research can be found from the existing literature from [2, 3, 5] and so forth. 
Correlation Between Continuous Features
The correlation between continuous features is numerically reported in Table 6 , from which we: (1) consider removing the average price due to its strong correlation with not only the main product yield here but also the TS index as we analyzed before; (2) consider arbitrarily retaining the cost of main product based on its representativeness within the industry, (3) keep the main product profit as a counter-part to the main product cost and remove the direct expenses and the cost of 50 kg products since the main product profit is highly correlated with the last two features. In order to classify the dataset on the features' similarity, the TS variable is ignored in the optimal set due to the difficulty of measuring the distance from such a discretized feature to the others. For the FMO, PMO and RMO features, we consider retaining them all in the optimal subset along with their components except phosphorus, since phosphorus has more than a 0.9 correlation with the PMO feature. We consider leaving the TMO feature in the optimal subset, because it can not only measure the producer's overall performance but can be also treated as a target label in classification.
Comparison with Expert Knowledge Formalization
Expert knowledge formalization has been popularly discussed for years, as we reviewed in Section 2. In our paper, the knowledge of our interest is extracted from industrial statistics material rather than existing expert knowledge base such as industrial information systems. Correspondingly, the feature selection work can be essentially treated as a knowledge discovery process. Its major difference with expert knowledge formalization is the way we follow or the methods we use to build the knowledge base. Expert knowledge formalization focuses more on experience, whereas knowledge discovery via data mining concentrates more on the application of different methods, especially statistics, due to the difficulty of information extraction. In our paper, not only the statistics tool such as correlation analysis is used but also some multi-feature integration method sourced from multi-objective optimization theory has been taken into consideration. In future, we hope that the dataset that we build in this article or the related methods could be used by other colleagues. Also, we expect related expert knowledge could be externally obtained to support our future research.
Classification and Clustering on China's Swine Farming Industry
In this section, all the objects in the data set will first be classified into high-and low-TMO classes by treating the TMO feature as the target label. Then, objects of the same set will be clustered in spite of the target.
In classification, the TMO feature will be sorted in ascending, descending and random orders, to compare the corresponding results. Inter-class difference between the producers economic and environmental features is expected to be detected against different overall performances. In contrast, the clustering result is hopefully capable of predicting the producer's overall performance given its economic and environmental features. Additionally, the time-space distribution of different TMO groups, as one of the byproducts of this paper, can also be obtained.
Classification
In order to distinguish between producers with different overall performances in terms of their economy and environmental features, we use TMO as the target label. Since it is difficult to find related theoretical support for such classification from existing literature, especially for a specific agricultural problem, an iterative scheme is proposed below from (1) to (6) . The algorithm is specifically stated as follows, in which the Silhouette coefficient [51] (SC scores for abbreviation) is applied to measure the classifying quality between high-and low-TMO groups. Correspondingly, the pseudo codes are listed in Algorithm 1.
(1) Sort objects by their TMO feature in ascending/descending/random order; (2) Classify the first two objects (i.e., the first two lines) into the low/high-TMO (use LMO for abbreviation hereinafter) group, while the rest to the high/low-TMO (use HMO for abbreviation hereinafter) group; (3) Use the Silhouette Coefficient (SC) to measure the classification quality; (4) Move one more object from the following group into the upper group and repeat (3); (5) Repeat (4) until the upper group contains all the objects except the last one, stop iteration; (6) Compare the SC scores through all the above classification patterns, choosing the largest one (s) to be the threshold for grouping the high-and low-TMO classes.
Algorithm 1 Classification on the TMO feature with iterated quality measurement.
Step 1 sortation Rearrange the TMO feature in ascending/descending/random order and index the object by n;
Step 2 iteration while 2 ≤ n ≤ Pop − 1 (Pop denotes the object number in total) for each k between 1 and n: {k, k ≤ n} ← LMO/HMO class; {l, n + 1 ≤ l ≤ Pop} ← HMO/LMO class; calculate the sum of dist (k, k') for each k, where dist ( ) denotes the Euclidean distance between two points and k, k' ∈ LMO/HMO but k = k0; S (k) = S (k) + dist (k, k')/(n − 1); for each l between n + 1 and Pop calculate the sum of dist (k, l) of each k with all l in HMO/LMO;
Choose the highest value of SC that is, Silhouette Coefficient as the classification threshold (s) for the HMO/LMO and LMO/HMO groups.
The ranking process included in the beginning of the algorithm can be carried out by adding several sentences if we use some mathematic solver, such as MATLAB and so forth. Examples are shown in Box 1 as follow.
Box 1. Automatic ascending and descending ranking modulars (of MATLAB fashion).
Ascending ranking: sort rows (dataset, j), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} in which "dataset" denotes the matrix that has to be sorted, while j denotes the index of the column against which we rank the whole matrix. For instance, as we list all the features starting from TMO from left to right in the table, j is equal to 1, so and so forth; Descending ranking: sortrows (dataset, −j), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} in which −j means we rank the matrix against TMO label under descending order.
Obviously, using Algorithm 1 only needs few steps in preprocessing for the original dataset. Another advantage is that there are few parameters need to be adjusted in the experiment. Instead, the result as we tested in the previous subsections, was dependent on the order of the target feature.
Results on Ascending and Descending TMO
The results from ascending and descending ordered data samples are graphically represented in Figure 3a ,b respectively. Corresponding SC scores are shown in Figure 3c ,d accordingly, which indicate that the classifying quality is affected by the sorting of the class label: in the ascending case, HMO and LMO can always be efficiently departed since the SC score is always positive no matter how many objects will be contained in each of the classes. However, in the descending case, the classifying result is not unique since the SC score always varies around zero.
Recalling the distribution of TMO feature, we state that the average distance between objects with low TMO features is relatively small compared to the average distance between objects with higher-valued TMO features. This situation can be also graphically depicted in Figure 4a which shows that as iteration moves forward, adding new objects into the LMO class will not change the relative size of the intra-distance in this class and the inter-distances between the LMO and HMO classes. On the contrary, Figure 4b shows that adding a new object from the LMO class to HMO class may not keep such relative sizes.
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Extension: Result on Randomly Sorted TMO
In order to detect the performance of Algorithm 1 under randomly sorted target feature, we firstly randomly generate a number between 1 and 1059, without repeat, for each object in the original dataset and then rank the dataset in ascending (or descending) order against the TMO feature. The result, which is graphically shown in Figure 5 as follow, indicates that the randomly sorted target feature testifies the classification of the HMO and LMO groups under the cases with ascending and descending sorted target labels. Since the SC score through each iteration step has small difference between each other. That is to say, the distance between each two objects has not very significant difference from the distance between any other two, as we disrupt the order of the target label. 
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feature. The result, which is graphically shown in Figure 5 as follow, indicates that the randomly sorted target feature testifies the classification of the HMO and LMO groups under the cases with ascending and descending sorted target labels. Since the SC score through each iteration step has small difference between each other. That is to say, the distance between each two objects has not very significant difference from the distance between any other two, as we disrupt the order of the target label. 
Computation Time on Varied Scales
In order to detect the computation capacity under different problem scales, we have used ten cases with 100, 200, . . . , 900 and 1000 objects respectively and changed the dimension size into six levels, including 5, 10, . . . , 25 and 30, following the column order of the original dataset. The result reported in Table 7 , under randomly sorted target feature, shows that the computation time is non-linearly dependent on the increase of either the object number or the dimension size. By varying the object number, we also find that, which is neglected to report below, the computation resource is consumed more in calculating the inter-distance than that in the intra-distance. For instance, when the object number is 200, the computation time for intra-and inter-distances are 117.93 s and 791.42 s respectively. However, as we increase the dimension size, the computation time does not necessarily increase. The comparison between the above cases with different object numbers shows that our algorithm has an acceptable level of computation time, although it costs several hours in the worst case. Based on the variation of dimension size, on the contrary, we find the result is fairly much more in terms of the computation time.
Summary
In summary, the above result indicates that the objects classified into the HMO group have larger intra-class distance than the objects classified to the LMO group. In other words, the producers with higher overall performance are less distinguishable from each other than the producers with worse overall performance. The extension case under randomly sorted target feature also testifies the above conclusion, since the SC score through each step of the iteration has small difference between each other. It indicates that the distance between each two objects has not very significant difference from the distance between any other two, as we disrupt the order of the target label. The experiment on the variation of the sample size shows that our method is much more robust to different dimension sizes in terms of the computation efficiency. Although the computation time increases sharply with the increment of the object number, it is still acceptable from the practical point of view.
Time-Space Distribution of Classification under Ascending-Ordered Target Label
The classification result for the ascending-ordered target label is intuitive in that we can choose each object as the threshold between the HMO and LMO groups. However, determining the threshold against a descending-ordered TMO feature is not that easy, since the result is not unique: (1) we can choose the first two objects-the backyard producer from Qinghai province in 2005 and 2006 to form a HMO class, since the corresponding SC score is the largest through the whole SC series; (2) or we can choose the first 69 objects to classify as the HMO group since the SC cores are all positive until the 70th objects-the backyard producer from Shanxi province in 2005; (3) or we can select the 849th object-the small producer from Hebei province in 2010 as the threshold since the SC value is the largest (0.01886) from the 70th object to the last, that is, 1059th one. That is to say, the average intra-distance between the objects above the threshold is smaller than the inter-distance from objects above the threshold to the others below. Obviously from classification patterns (1) and (2) we can hardly find informative insights due to the limitation of the object number. Thus, we prefer to classify the data sample using the third threshold. In other words, we can choose the last 160 (1059-849) objects as the LMO group, leaving the remaining 849 objects as the HMO group. Then, as a byproduct of this paper, this result can be geographically depicted in Figure 6 for the LMO group. From this description, we can find valuable information regarding the time-space distribution of the producers. For instance, the eastern and north-eastern provinces, one of the southern provinces and three of the mid-western provinces in China are classified as performing good in terms of their overall performance. Among these regions, the Shandong and Jiangxu provinces are especially good since they have dominated the others in terms of number of years. On the contrary, the western regions have much fewer years of high-level performance. For instance, the Guizhou province did well in 2008 but only in 2008. Interestingly, we find that Beijing as the capital of China is not clustered into the LMO class, which means it may be dominated by the other regions on behalf of multidimensional measurement. (3) or we can select the 849th object-the small producer from Hebei province in 2010 as the threshold since the SC value is the largest (0.01886) from the 70th object to the last, that is, 1059th one. That is to say, the average intra-distance between the objects above the threshold is smaller than the inter-distance from objects above the threshold to the others below. Obviously from classification patterns (1) and (2) we can hardly find informative insights due to the limitation of the object number. Thus, we prefer to classify the data sample using the third threshold. In other words, we can choose the last 160 (1059-849) objects as the LMO group, leaving the remaining 849 objects as the HMO group. Then, as a byproduct of this paper, this result can be geographically depicted in Figure 6 for the LMO group. From this description, we can find valuable information regarding the time-space distribution of the producers. For instance, the eastern and north-eastern provinces, one of the southern provinces and three of the mid-western provinces in China are classified as performing good in terms of their overall performance. Among these regions, the Shandong and Jiangxu provinces are especially good since they have dominated the others in terms of number of years. On the contrary, the western regions have much fewer years of high-level performance. For instance, the Guizhou province did well in 2008 but only in 2008. Interestingly, we find that Beijing as the capital of China is not clustered into the LMO class, which means it may be dominated by the other regions on behalf of multidimensional measurement. 
Classified Difference in Economic and Environmental Features
In order to observe the difference in economic and environmental performances of the producers given their different overall performance levels, the median of the LMO and HMO classes are graphically depicted in Figure 7 . The result shows that regardless of the average feeding days 
In order to observe the difference in economic and environmental performances of the producers given their different overall performance levels, the median of the LMO and HMO classes are graphically depicted in Figure 7 . The result shows that regardless of the average feeding days (LD), piglet weight (PW) and labor cost per head (LC), which are not directly related to our topic, most of the pollution sources and environmental criteria largely determine the classification result. Specifically, among the above features, the contribution from the environmental features like urine (UN), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), number of environmental systems (NO), environmental specialists (NH), number of closed petition cases (CP) and R&D/GDP (RPR) to the producer's overall performance is larger than the others. Based on the above results, we state that the environmental features of different scaled producers from different regions in different years can be inferred from their overall performance. In next subsection, we find an efficient method for inferring the producer's overall performance from its economic and environmental features. Specifically, among the above features, the contribution from the environmental features like urine (UN), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), number of environmental systems (NO), environmental specialists (NH), number of closed petition cases (CP) and R&D/GDP (RPR) to the producer's overall performance is larger than the others. Based on the above results, we state that the environmental features of different scaled producers from different regions in different years can be inferred from their overall performance. In next subsection, we find an efficient method for inferring the producer's overall performance from its economic and environmental features.
(a) (b) 
Clustering
Since the TMO feature consists of different economic and environmental features, the classification result reflects the producer's characteristics in these two dimensions. From another point of view, we are interested in grouping the producers of similar features when the target label is abandoned. Such an outcome is expected to be useful for inferring the producer's overall performance based on their economic and environmental features. Considering the ease of implementation and popularity, a k-means method is used in clustering. The result is listed in Table  8 where the efficiencies of clustering 2 to 6 groups are reported. For practical purposes, the cluster results of two to three groups will be our main concern in the following analysis. 
Results of Two and Three Clusters
In the result of two clusters, the distance from each object to the two clusters are plotted in Figure 8a , in which the 45° line denotes the indifference boundary on which the object has the same distance to both clusters. Specifically, cluster 1 mainly consists of the objects with lower TMO value, while cluster 2 mainly contains the objects with higher TMO values. The sizes of the two clusters are found not consistent with the counterpart of the classification result (508 and 551 versus 851 and 208 in HMO and LMO respectively), which implies that there are more objects (about 551−208 = 343) that can be classified to the LMO group due to their similarity between each other in terms of their features except the TMO label. The time-space distribution is compared with the counterpart of the classification result in Figure 8b . It shows that more regions are clustered into the LMO cluster regardless of years. 
Clustering
Since the TMO feature consists of different economic and environmental features, the classification result reflects the producer's characteristics in these two dimensions. From another point of view, we are interested in grouping the producers of similar features when the target label is abandoned. Such an outcome is expected to be useful for inferring the producer's overall performance based on their economic and environmental features. Considering the ease of implementation and popularity, a k-means method is used in clustering. The result is listed in Table 8 where the efficiencies of clustering 2 to 6 groups are reported. For practical purposes, the cluster results of two to three groups will be our main concern in the following analysis. 
Results of Two and Three Clusters
In the result of two clusters, the distance from each object to the two clusters are plotted in Figure 8a , in which the 45 • line denotes the indifference boundary on which the object has the same distance to both clusters. Specifically, cluster 1 mainly consists of the objects with lower TMO value, while cluster 2 mainly contains the objects with higher TMO values. The sizes of the two clusters are found not consistent with the counterpart of the classification result (508 and 551 versus 851 and 208 in HMO and LMO respectively), which implies that there are more objects (about 551−208 = 343) that can be classified to the LMO group due to their similarity between each other in terms of their features except the TMO label. The time-space distribution is compared with the counterpart of the classification result in Figure 8b . It shows that more regions are clustered into the LMO cluster regardless of years. To form a reference, we have also shown the result of three clusters in Figures 9a,b . When using a t-test to detect the mean difference of the TMO values between the clusters, we find the result is different. In other words, this step has testified the effectiveness of the k-means method from the statistics point of view. A similar comparison is also carried on the economic and environmental performances, which also show significant difference in the features of profit, pollution as well as regulation intensity among the three clusters. Another interesting finding is that the regional distribution shown in Figure 8b is not only highly consistent with the classification result but shows a certain similarity with the layout report from the China's central government regarding the advantageous regions of the pig farming industry (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) . For instance, the "advantageous regions" in the report include Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Hebei, Anhui, Shanxi, Shandong, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan and Guizhou, while our result (i.e., the good performance producers) are distributed in 12 of the above regions, accounting for about 63.2% of the total. The central values of the above clusters are depicted in Figures 10a and 9b in which 9a shows the result of two-cluster case while 9b shows the result of three-cluster case. Compared to the former case, the output quantity, yield and total cost in the latter case has a larger effect on clustering result. Besides this, the pollution features have a more significant difference with each other in the three-cluster case relative to the result of two-cluster case. On the other hand, the effect of the profit To form a reference, we have also shown the result of three clusters in Figure 9a ,b. When using a t-test to detect the mean difference of the TMO values between the clusters, we find the result is different. In other words, this step has testified the effectiveness of the k-means method from the statistics point of view. A similar comparison is also carried on the economic and environmental performances, which also show significant difference in the features of profit, pollution as well as regulation intensity among the three clusters. Another interesting finding is that the regional distribution shown in Figure 8b is not only highly consistent with the classification result but shows a certain similarity with the layout report from the China's central government regarding the advantageous regions of the pig farming industry (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) . For instance, the "advantageous regions" in the report include Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Hebei, Anhui, Shanxi, Shandong, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan and Guizhou, while our result (i.e., the good performance producers) are distributed in 12 of the above regions, accounting for about 63.2% of the total.
The central values of the above clusters are depicted in Figures 10a and 9b in which Figure 9a shows the result of two-cluster case while 9b shows the result of three-cluster case. Compared to the former case, the output quantity, yield and total cost in the latter case has a larger effect on clustering result. Besides this, the pollution features have a more significant difference with each other in the three-cluster case relative to the result of two-cluster case. On the other hand, the effect of the profit and regulation features on the grouping result has little difference through both cases. In summary, the features of pollution emission and regulation intensity have a strong impact on the grouping result no matter whether we use classification or clustering. The central values of the above clusters are depicted in Figures 10a and 9b in which 9a shows the result of two-cluster case while 9b shows the result of three-cluster case. Compared to the former case, the output quantity, yield and total cost in the latter case has a larger effect on clustering result. Besides this, the pollution features have a more significant difference with each other in the three-cluster case relative to the result of two-cluster case. On the other hand, the effect of the profit and regulation features on the grouping result has little difference through both cases. In summary, the features of pollution emission and regulation intensity have a strong impact on the grouping result no matter whether we use classification or clustering. 
Validation Test on Clustering of Two Groups
In order to verify the validity of the k-means method in clustering, an out-of-sample test is taken by using the first 800 objects in the ascending-ordered data sample as the training set and the rest as the test set. During the learning process, the training set generates a clustering device in which the LMO group is denoted by a number, say, "1" (We can arbitrarily customize the group index in software.) and the HMO group is denoted by "2." The corresponding result is reported in Figure 11a , from which we find the test error rate is very low when comparing the predicted result Remark 3. So far the dependency between the feature difference and the group difference is the expert knowledge that we have obtained. This information can be easily transferred into other industries, to support similar clustering task in the target domain, especially when the original data structure is similar to the current one. On the other hand, the knowledge formulation process in our source domain has a better compatibility in transfer learning. Since the methods we used, including the statistics tool and multi-criteria integration approach, do not only have straightforward theoretical understanding but can be also easily implemented in structured dataset. For instance, correlation between any two features, even including the mix type of continuous and discrete (nominal), can be measured; and the compromise method is capable of integrating many different labels into a single one, as long as we have appropriate data form and so forth. The knowledge concerning about the relation between the significantly varied features and the grouping labels can be directly transferred into other industries, like broiler farming or dairy breeding and so forth. For instance, we can use compromise approach to integrate different output variables as a target label and classify the objects against such target label, so and so forth.
In order to verify the validity of the k-means method in clustering, an out-of-sample test is taken by using the first 800 objects in the ascending-ordered data sample as the training set and the rest as the test set. During the learning process, the training set generates a clustering device in which the LMO group is denoted by a number, say, "1" (We can arbitrarily customize the group index in software) and the HMO group is denoted by "2." The corresponding result is reported in Figure 11a , from which we find the test error rate is very low when comparing the predicted result with the classification result (of LMO or HMO). For further cross validation, we randomly choose nine splitting points, including 285, 381, 508, 582, 720, 804, 836, 889 and 910, to separate the data sample against the randomly sorted TMO feature (Some software such as Excel can be used to accomplish this task since some number generation function is testified following uniform distribution.). From the result of the test rate error shown in Figure 10b , we consider the k-means clustering method to be capable of efficiently inferring the producer's overall performance according to their other features. Based on the previous analysis in the above subsections, we believe that the application of our clustering method can help find the contribution of the producers' economic and environmental features to their similarity in overall performance. 
Conclusions
In this paper, some typical problems raised in Chinas pig farming industry were discussed from a data mining perspective. In order to overcome the limits of traditional methods from administration management and economics in representing multiple variables, a compromise approach was used to integrate different features of interest for concisely representing the producer's performance in terms of the aspects of economy, environment and overall. As environmental regulation intensity was introduced into the correlation analysis as a pollution indicator, we found it strongly correlated with the producer's overall performance. When ignoring the regulation feature, the economic measurements such as profit of the main swine product were found to be negatively correlated with the farming pollution. The above two findings indicate that: enhancing regulation intensity can, to some degree, help reduce pollution emissions but discourages the producer from pursuing more economically efficient production methods; and when we do not consider the governmentʹs implementations, pollution control is beneficial for the producerʹs economic outcomes. Correlation analysis on the features of profit and different pollution sources through different years shows evident impact of some historical event, for example, the Olympic Games, on the efficiency of the governments pollution regulation. In either classification or clustering, the groups of higher and lower overall performances can be efficiently divided. The classification result shows that the environmental performances largely determine the producer's overall performance but the economic features contribute less. The overall performance, on the other hand, is found better in some specific regions including the eastern and north-eastern provinces, one of the southern provinces and three of the mid-western provinces in China. For the object similarity derived by averaging the features in the class center, we find it is larger in the worst-performing class than that in better-performing one. Our k-means clustering result shows a wider geographic distribution for the producers of different farming scales in different time periods in 2-cluster case when compared with the counterpart of the classification result. Significant difference in economic 
In this paper, some typical problems raised in Chinas pig farming industry were discussed from a data mining perspective. In order to overcome the limits of traditional methods from administration management and economics in representing multiple variables, a compromise approach was used to integrate different features of interest for concisely representing the producer's performance in terms of the aspects of economy, environment and overall. As environmental regulation intensity was introduced into the correlation analysis as a pollution indicator, we found it strongly correlated with the producer's overall performance. When ignoring the regulation feature, the economic measurements such as profit of the main swine product were found to be negatively correlated with the farming pollution. The above two findings indicate that: enhancing regulation intensity can, to some degree, help reduce pollution emissions but discourages the producer from pursuing more economically efficient production methods; and when we do not consider the government's implementations, pollution control is beneficial for the producer's economic outcomes. Correlation analysis on the features of profit and different pollution sources through different years shows evident impact of some historical event, for example, the Olympic Games, on the efficiency of the governments pollution regulation. In either classification or clustering, the groups of higher and lower overall performances can be efficiently divided. The classification result shows that the environmental performances largely determine the producer's overall performance but the economic features contribute less. The overall performance, on the other hand, is found better in some specific regions including the eastern and north-eastern provinces, one of the southern provinces and three of the mid-western provinces in China. For the object similarity derived by averaging the features in the class center, we find it is larger in the worst-performing class than that in better-performing one. Our k-means clustering result shows a wider geographic distribution for the producers of different farming scales in different time periods in 2-cluster case when compared with the counterpart of the classification result. Significant difference in economic and environmental performances of the producers without any information about their overall performances can be obviously detected in the result. In 3-cluster case, the pattern of the best-performing group is, on one hand, found largely consistent with the higher-performing group in classification result and on the other, more than 63% consistent with the layout planning report from the Chinas central government regarding the advantageous regions in the swine farming industry. In the centers of each group, we find the pollution emission and regulation intensity have a larger impact on the clustering result on both 2-and 3-cluster cases compared to the profit. In cross-validation, we find that clustering the objects into two groups is more efficient for predicting the producer's overall performance on its other features. Also, an out-of-sample experiment on the test error rate under randomly chosen splitting training samples shows the efficiency of our clustering method. During the above analysis, expert knowledge formulization and our knowledge discovery process is compared, in terms of the related knowledge concerning of the classification efficiency and the factors that may affect the clustering groups. From the aspect of transfer learning, the ease of implementing the underlying knowledge and related data mining rules from source task and target task is discussed.
As a pioneer work in applying data mining technologies to the agricultural problem of macro level, we believe that our result can, on one hand, help the government make better plans for regulating the pollution of the swine farming industry, and, on the other hand, reveal valuable information about the correlation between the economic and environmental performances for the producers. Also, we can provide constructive material for the social capital and international trading enterprises in investing in related industries. 
Appendix B
Firstly, let the continuous feature vector be X, discrete feature be Y and x ij denotes the ith element belonging to group j. Then, their correlation can be calculated by the following formulation in which n i denotes the number of the continuous features in group i; and r denotes the number of discrete features. Thus ∑ r i=1 n i denotes the sum of all the continuous numbers belonging to r groups; u i denotes intra-group mean, M 0 is the mean of all the numbers in a feature; and S T denotes the sum of squared deviations, which is basically derived 606 by adding the inter-group squared deviation sum S Inter and intra-group deviation sum S Intra .
Sim(X, Y) = 
